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Agenda and Objectives

•Welcome and Introductions
•What are Complete Streets?
•Applying Complete Streets to 9th Avenue NW 

and Proposed Concepts
•Next Steps



What are Complete Streets?



Complete Streets

Previous Practice (Nationwide)
• Seeks to maximize automobile traffic volume
• Lower priority was placed on safety and options for other 

transportation users
• May have created barriers for community adhesion and 

connectivity
• Did not prioritize reducing adverse impacts on health and the 

environment

Complete Street Solutions
• Emphasizes safety for cyclists, pedestrians and automobiles;
• Bolsters economic efficiency
• Provides mobility, access, and transportation options to all 

roadway users, while increasing holistic public health 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complete StreetsPrevious practiceTraditional roadway design and implementation seeks to maximize traffic volume and reduce transit time for single occupancy vehicles.  This approach ignores the safety and needs of other transportation users who are more vulnerable. In addition to safety issues, car-only traffic planning creates an adverse impacts to the environment, as well as community safety, health, and cohesion.Complete Street solutionsThe effect of transportation and roadways on nearby land uses is now widely recognized and transportation planning investment has become increasingly more sophisticated. Policies of Complete Streets are focused on  prioritization of safety and transportation options through planning techniques and infrastructure features.  Coexistence places emphasis on the most vulnerable (cyclists, pedestrians, and transportation disadvantaged) without ignoring the needs of all users on the roadway. Complete street solutions:Emphasize improvements to safety by reducing crashes through the network for pedestrians, cyclists, transit-users, and automobiles;Bolster economic growth through a balanced transportation system by providing accessible and efficient connections between residences, schools, parks, public transportation, offices, and retail destinations.  Complete Streets also reduce costs by reducing traffic jams and increasing the overall capacity of the transportation network at a much lower cost to construct and maintain.Provide access to bicycling and walking options, allowing for choice for all users and gaining independence for many who would otherwise not have the ability.  Complete streets also have well-documented positive impacts to public health and the enviornment (air quality).



Previous Practice

Complete Streets Safety

• Seeks to maximizes traffic volume for single-
occupancy vehicles

• Lower priority was placed on safety and option for 
other transportation users

“Being number 1 in fatalities 
and serious injuries is NOT 
where Florida wants to be.”

-- Former FDOT Secretary 
Ananth Prasad

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complete Streets: SafetyTraditional roadway design and implementation seeks to maximize traffic volume and reduce transit time for single occupancy vehicles.  This approach ignores the safety and needs of other transportation users who are more vulnerable.  Adverse impacts to the environment, as well as community safety, health, and cohesion have been the result of car-oriented planning.The result of continuous auto-centric planning have placed Florida and Manatee County on the map for safety issues, particularly for the most vulnerable users (the pedestrian and cyclist).Florida reports nearly 10,000 pedestrian crashes per year (FHSMV 2017) – approximately 500 in Manatee CountyBicycle crashes account for 6,400 per year (FHSMV 2017) Pedestrian and cyclist crashes are approximately 5% of the total crashes, but resulted in over a third of all fatalities---FHSMV – Florida Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles Driver and Vehicle Reports & Statistics



Complete Streets & Mobility

People
Complete Streets support roadway designs 
that improve the safety and health of all 
users while providing opportunities and 
choice for transportation connections.

Place
Context sensitive transportation solutions 
are an integral part of a comprehensive 
network that safely supports the needs of 
specific communities and the traveling 
public that are served.

Prosperity
Transportation, quality of life, and economic 
development are all undeniably connected 
through well-planned and well-designed 
transportation solutions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complete Streets & Mobility PlanThe three-P’s (People Place & Prosperity) serve as overall guidance to policy development of complete streets within the County Mobility Plan.  By ensuring focus on individuals over automobiles, understanding the context of all infrastructure improvements, and bolstering economic prosperity, the policy framework works to create stronger communities.



Complete Streets: Benefits
Safety Benefits

Health Benefits

Benefits for Children

Benefits for People with Disabilities

Benefits for Aging Population

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complete Streets: BenefitsIn addition to general economic efficiency of Complete Streets are direct benefits to the freedom of choice (mobility options), safety, and health.Safety benefits include the following studied examples.Sidewalks reduce pedestrian crashes 88% (FHWA)Shoulders reduce pedestrian crashed 71% (FDOT)Medians reduce crashes 40% (NCHRP)Road diets reduce crashes ~ 20-50% (ITE)Health benefits and health equity from Complete Streets has been well-documented, working towards more livable communities and reducing the costs on healthcare.Strong relationship between obesity and neighborhood walkabilityPeople in communities with sidewalks are 47% more likely to get regular physical activityAmong the underserved communities are people with disabilities, who are often in a disadvantaged situation due to a lack of facilities and reliable physical networks.18.7% of Americans have some disability (2010 Census)Curb cuts, high visibility crosswalks, etc. provide access to overall network connectionsReduction of isolation and forced independenceEasier access to health and community servicesThose younger than 16 and over 65 are typicqally unable to access reliable transportation in an auto-oriented environment.  Complete Streets seeks to overcome obstacles to mobility for these populations.  In addition to transportation options, there are safety, health and well-being benefits. One-third (33%) of children in Florida are considered obese or overweightEncouragement of physical activity with community facilitiesSafer and more convenient access to  schoolsPopulation age 65+ in Manatee County is 28.1% (2019 Est) compared to Florida 20.5%Approximately one-half of all non-drivers over the age of 65 expressed desire to get out more often (2009 National Household Travel Survey)Complete Streets provide safe and accessible options for all travel modes – walking, bicycling, transit and vehicles – for people of all ages and abilities without negatively impacting capacity or travel movements.



Complete Streets: Implementation
Cost (example projects)

Edgewater Dr, Orlando Stone Way N, Seattle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complete Streets: ImplementationA fully realized plan requires a similarly robust implementation strategy.  In some aspects, this might require changing the way street design and construction operates in the development process and through modification of performance measures.  However, implementation of complete streets opens opportunities for funding.  “Virtually all the major transportation funding programs can be used for bicycle and pedestrian-related projects.” FHWA Fiscal Management Information (FMIS): Function – EDS from States Addendum to Functional RequirementsIn themselves, complete streets provide savings to implementing agencies in a number of ways. While the percentage of capital cost varies as part of the project (1% - 10% including signage, marking, physical infrastructure, labor, etc.), the cost for increased roadway capacity per vehicle planned is reduced.  Future maintenance and operation of non-automobile complete street features are exponentially lower in lifetime cost than impacts to roadway surfaces for similar volumes.  Finally, there is a reduction to cost by accident prevention in liability and lawsuits.  A recent example was a $900k lawsuit in Pennsylvania due to inadequate/unsafe facility for predestrians.Setting aside the cost-savings and funding opportunities afforded to Complete Streets projects, two recent examples out of many, can show how minor improvements can create direct, major positive impacts.Complete Streets Road Diet - Edgewater Drive, Orlando – full retrofit cost of $4m /mile.  As a road diet: a design to reduce auto lane widths, introduce mobility features and increase safety, it features two travel lanes, a center turn lane, parallel parking, and bicycle lanes.  The project in Orlando reduced the frequency of crashes involving injuries from an average of once every 9 days to once every 30 over its first year period. (2) Complete Street elements (which accounted for 4% of lane mile of  revised project cost) – Stone Way North, Seattle – were applied in select areas and resulted in documented increased bicycle movements, reduced collision rate for cyclists, and collisions involving pedestrians dropped 80%.  Additionally, no traffic diversion to parallel streets occurred, implying capacity was maintained along the corridor while safety and mobility was increased.Each example study further included performance measures related to safety, community health, network improvements, and cost/timeframe measures.



Complete Streets: 9th Ave NW

Functional classification: Edge Case
• Suburban Residential
• Rural Town
• Natural Areas

Background considerations
• Local needs
• Safety improvements
• Network improvement
• Beautification and community-

building

Robinson 
Preserve 
natural & 
rural uses

9th Ave NW 
residential 
and local 
civic land 

uses

Marth B 
King, 

Beachway
Plaza

Manatee 
Ave.

Bradenton

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complete Streets 9th Ave NWThe context of the 9th Ave NW study area includes mostly suburban residences punctuated by local civic uses.  The area lies at the crossroads of suburban residential areas of larger blocks and disconnected roadway networks with small concentrations of developed areas proximate to rural and natural areas.  As such, the functional classification can be considered a mixture of area types or sometimes called an “edge case” bridging different areas.Planning considerations include residential input, safety/crash data, future buildout, and regional planning networks.



How can we apply Complete Streets 
to 9th Avenue NW and what are the 
Proposed Concepts?



Goals for 9th Avenue NW

• Create a safer street
• Add facilities for all users: pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles
• Maintain residential character
• Beautify the corridor
• Reconstruct 9th Avenue NW within the existing right-of-way



2015-2019
16 Crashes

1 Fatality



SEGMENT A: 
• LENGTH=2,400’
• 62’-85’ RIGHT OF WAY
SEGMENT B:
• LENGTH=2,900’
• 55’-82’ RIGHT OF WAY
SEGMENT C:
• LENGTH=2,650’
• 67’-95’ RIGHT OF WAY
SEGMENT D:
• LENGTH=815’
• 68’ RIGHT OF WAY



Segment A: 
99th Street NW to 91st Street NW





Segment A: Existing Conditions

• No sidewalks or dedicated bicycle 
facilities

• No street or pedestrian lighting 
(dark roadway conditions)

• 9’-10’ travel lanes
• Grass shoulder and open swale 

drainage
• Utility Poles
• Thick vegetation along roadway



Constraints & 
Challenges

• Open swale drainage
• Restricted ROW
• Utility poles

Opportunities

• Add sidewalks/multi-use trail
• Add curb and gutter
• Floodplain mitigation
• Widen travel lanes
• Improved entry to Robinson’s 

Preserve
• Drainage improvements



Segment A: Existing Conditions



Segment A-1: Proposed Improvements



Segment A-2: Proposed Improvements



Segment A-3: Proposed Improvements



Segment A-4: Proposed Improvements



Segment B: 
91st Street NW to 83rd Street NW





Segment B: Existing Conditions

• Sidewalk alternates between 
north and south side

• On-street bike lane
• 14’ travel lanes
• No roadway or pedestrian 

lighting (dark roadway 
conditions)

• Historic cemetery



Constraints & 
Challenges
• Historic cemetery 
• Sidewalk gaps
• Utility poles
• Private landscaping in ROW
• Drainage

Opportunities

• Fill sidewalk gaps
• Add multi-use trail and 

sidewalks
• Drainage improvements 
• Add curb and gutter
• Lighting



Segment B: 
Improvements and 
Concepts Reviewed

• Address straightaway
• Chicanes or pinch points for 

speed control
• On-street bike facilities or 

multi-use trail
• Landscaped medians



Segment B: Existing Condition



Segment B-1: Proposed Improvements



Segment B-2: Proposed Improvements



Segment C: 
83rd Street NW to 75th Street NW





Segment C: Existing 
Conditions

• Sidewalk on north and south of 
roadway

• On-street bike lane
• 14’ travel lanes
• Utility poles
• No roadway or pedestrian 

lighting 
(dark roadway conditions)



Constraints & 
Challenges

• Driveways
• High crash intersection 

at 75th Street NW & 9th

Avenue NW

Opportunities

• Move curb in for trail/slow speeds
• Re-stripe to narrow lanes/expand 

bike lanes
• Landscaping
• Midblock crossing at 78th Street
• Improve intersection at 75th Street 

(crosswalks/restriping)
• Wide ROW
• Lighting



Segment C: 
Improvements and 
Concepts Reviewed

• Roundabout at 9th Ave NW & 
75th St NW

• Address straightaway
• Chicanes or pinch points
• On-street bike facilities
• Landscaped medians



Segment C: Existing Conditions



Segment C-1: Proposed Improvements



Segment C-2: Proposed Improvements



Segment D: 
75th Street NW to 71st Street NW



Segment D: Existing Conditions

• Sidewalk on north side of 
roadway

• No dedicated bike facility
• No roadway or pedestrian 

lighting (dark roadway 
conditions)

• 10’ travel lanes



Constraints & 
Challenges:

• High crash intersection at 75th

Street NW and 9th Avenue NW

Opportunities:

• Improve sidewalk gaps
• Improve 71st Street NW 

intersection
• Improve crossings
• Reduce curb radii at 72nd

Street NW



Next Steps

• Online community survey
• Finalize improvement concepts for each segment
• Coordinate other design projects in the area in the future
• Begin engineering design of 9th Avenue NW Roadway 

Improvements
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